Day 1: ARRIVE IN ANTALYA
Arrive Antalya airport and transfer to Cornelia Diamond, an
All-Inclusive Resort for your stay.
Day 2: GOLF @ CORNELIA FALDO COURSE (B)
Faldo’s 27-hole Golf Courses have a reputation of a
challenging, high quality test of golf that beckons more than
one round and will co-host the Eisenhower Cup in 2012.
Day 3: GOLF @ THE NATIONAL GOLF CLUB (B)
Carved through a forest of eucalyptus and pine trees with
the back-drop of the snowcapped Taurus Mountains and an
abundance of natural lakes, the National is Belek’s oldest
course and favourites. The Par 72 David Feherty designed
course plays to 6,279m and has 6 lakes and 29 bunkers.
Day 4: GOLF @ CARYA GOLF CLUB (B)
DEPART FROM ANTALYA
Designed by Thomson, Perrett & Lobb and inspired by the
classic heathland courses found in the UK, the 6,563m
heathland course offers variety and challenging options.
Every hole can be played in a multitude of ways. Carya is
designed to challenge the best players, but at the same time
be a thoroughly enjoyable experience for people at all levels.
Evening, transfer to the airport for your onward flight
departure or extend your stay in Istanbul.

4 Balls to Go
Package inclusive of:
~ 3 Nights at 5-star Cornelia Diamond Resort
~ 3 18-hole Golf at Cornelia Faldo Course, The
National Golf Course and Carya Golf Club
~ Meal plan of All-Inclusive Resort Package
~ Land transfers as per 4 days golfing itinerary
~ 24-hour golf tours Turkey representative service

Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner from select choices of
world’s cuisines, Snacks selections, Midnight
Buffet, Minibar, Ice Cream service, Turkish
pancake, Local and import drinks, Access to
Resort facilities like Turkish bath, traditional
Russian saunas, spa relax and Daily
entertainment activities like shows, disco,
beach, garden parties, water sports…..

